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April, 23, 2020

Q1 What is your relation to Kahnawà:ke?
Answered: 343
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Q2 Over the last month, how often have you had to leave your property?
Answered: 342
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Q3 Why do you feel the need to leave your property? (Check as many as
apply to you)
Answered: 342

Skipped: 2
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Total Respondents: 342
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Q4 When off your property, how often do you come into close contact (ie:
within 6 feet) with another person that doesn't live in your home?
Answered: 343

Skipped: 1
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Q5 What other Task Force suggestions have you followed? (Check as
many as apply to you)
Answered: 344

Skipped: 0
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I have self-isolated for 14 days
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I wash my hands well and often
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329
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Total Respondents: 344

Q6 How often do you follow Task Force Directives & Suggestions?
Answered: 344

Skipped: 0
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Q7 In the last month, have you shown any Covid-19 symptoms?
Answered: 343

Skipped: 1
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I had very mild symptoms I dont think were Covid-19
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Q8 How often have you witnessed other Kahnawa'kehró:non NOT
following the suggested measures/directives?
Answered: 341

Skipped: 3
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Q9 How have you & your family kept yourself informed on Kahnawà:ke
Covid-19 issues? Check as many as apply to you
Answered: 342

Skipped: 2
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(As per MCK Standards, names were removed as were direct references to describe individuals)

POSITIVE COMMENTS
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38.

Great work by the task force & the entire community for coming together.
Task Force is doing a great job. Keep it up!
U guys r doing a great job 👍👍
Niawenhko:wa, you have done a phenomenal job! Other communities are using your task force as a model for them
to try to follow. They are not there yet, they are learning from you, they will hopefully get there also. All your efforts to
get the messages/info out is wonderful! xo
Too early to let up just yet. Continue with social distancing and kahnawake lockdown. Let up too fast we may get hit
hard and we don’t want that. Our people are precious.
Keep up good work.
keep up the good work...keeping safe and positive here! all the best..stay safe everyone!
Keep up the great work - thank you for putting measures in place to protect us. Let’s encourage our community to
support our local economy to the fullest after this is over, praying all will come through unscathed.
Everything should stay exactly the same. What we’re doing is obviously working.. I feel it’s way too early to let our
guard down.. If we, I fear the second wave is gonna be a lot worse.
I hope the community doesn’t open back until the risk to our people is extremely low..money is replaceable, life isn’t.
All of you are doing a fantastic job! These decisions are made with Community safety and security as top priority. I
don’t always agree with some directives but follow them anyway. Keep up the good work, I stand behind you!!!!!
I think the task force is doing an excellent job - informing the community daily, initiating strict rules and strict enforcement of those rules. 👍 Thank you
Your doing a great job keeping Kahnawake safe, niawen
I think you all are doing a wonderful job trying to keep our community safe, I wish everyone would just follow what
needs to be done so we could get back to our families. Niawen for keeping us safe and don’t forget to keep yourselves and family safe❤️
I think the Covid-19 task force is doing an amazing job and has gone above and beyond for our small community....
especially when you see our larger neighbours not even doing anything close to what we have in Kahnawake.
Keep up the good work! Keep our elders safe, thanks
I am blessed to be living in kahnawake because we have an awesome task force and services. Thanks everyone
I feel safe and secure and well protected. Things will never be the same but together we can do this. Be safe and
thanks again
Great job on keeping the community informed.
I”d like to thank the task force for all their great work!!! Thank you for helping us to be safe.
Good job with information.
Keep measures in place to ensure the communities safety for as long as needed. Can’t drop our guard now.
Kudos to the task force and the essential services on a job well done! Nia:wen😊
Great job everyone, keep it up
Great job !!
Niawen to the Task Force.
Thank you!
Keep up the good work
All of you are doing an excellent job keeping us safe. We trust you but still scared of this thing. Nia:wen
Keep reminding people to stay home and keep self distancing or expect fines.
you are doing a great job I am glad I live here in kahnawake Thank You
You’re doing a good job informing us, thank you very much.
Task force is doing a great job!! I do feel so safe here in my community.
very informative information and helpful to keep our community safe
Their’s benefit to locking the town down, one is its easier to spot and monitor all the possible drug dealers. People are
noticing outside traffic more often cause they are home.
Keep up the great work! Take care.
I believe everyone on the task forces and in the community organizations and businesses are doing a great job. This
needs to be continued to be taken seriously for our elders, our kids, and our future. So much is unknown, can it come
back in the fall, will it mutate? When will a vaccine be available. Thanks for treating this seriously.
The Task Force is doing a great job! Keep up the great work! Niawen Kowa
I think the task force is doing an amazing job.
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39. The Task Force is doing an AMAZING job. Thanks!
40. I feel very safe in our community Nia:wenkowa to our Emergency task force , KSCS, Peace keepers fire Hall and
Radio Station & for anyone I have left out for the continuing daily updates on keeping us safe.
41. I am not from the community but work there. I am currently working from home. The information that is communicated
through e-mail for our staff is very helpful. I have implemented the suggestions for our family at home. For me, this
has provided much more relevant and specific information than other sources. Thank you for your hard work, much
appreciated.
42. keep up the great work- I am proud to be from Kahnawake and what we are doing as a community and what we have
accomplished with all our awesome people
43. I’m impressed by the great work being done by the Task Force to keep the community safe and informed. Very professional and reassuring.
44. keep doing what you are doing, the Task Force are there to protect us, they are the experts and we should abide to
the directives we are given, these directives are in place to protect Kahnawa:ke. It is for our own good!
45. I think the Kahnawà:ke COVID-19 Task Force is doing an excellent job at developing and implementing the emergency measures while keeping the community well-educated. Niawenhkó:wa to everyone on the Task Force for dedicating the many extra hours necessary to keep our community safe
46. Keep up the good work! It’s tough but you are explaining why these measures are needed.
47. I think we should keep the restrictions until the pandemic is 100% confirmed twice that it is gone keep up the great
work task force we are lucky to have you
48. Excellent job!!
49. #alone #all together Kahnawake we got this. Nia:wen for the awesome job everyone is doing❤️
50. Keep up the great work
51. Nia:wen to the Task Force and Nia:wen Kahnawakehro:non for looking
52. every essential service worker and their extra work time for public safety is really appreciated. I won’t forget the efforts
into this
53. Keep up the excellent work
54. To the COVID Task Force: Keep up the great work and niawenhko:wa for all that you are doing to keep us safe. I am
doing my part as well.
55. Task force is doing a great job!
56. I want to commend all of you. It has kept us safe and will continue to do so if people listen and follow everything.
57. The Task Force is doing a GREAT job! NIAWENKO:WA to everyone!Keep up the great work. The task force has succeeded where no other initiative has in bringing all factions of the community together. There’s hope haha
58. Thanks to everyone on the task force for all you have been doing to keep all Kahnawakeronon safe and informed.
59. Keep up the good work and nia:wen!!!
60. I congratulate all the Task Force of the Covid 19. Your one awesome job. Nia:wen kowa
61. Task Force is doing excellent work keeping us safe and informed.
62. Keep up the good work. Consistency of updates is good. Services working really well.
63. The Covid Task Force is doing a tremendous job keeping our community safe, my hats off you all.
64. Compliments to the task force if it wasn’t for your hard work and continued words of encouragement I think
Kahnawàke would be in a very dangerous place right now but due to the information you provide we are very lucky to
have you...you are making a difference in the community Nia:wenko’wa
65. The Team is doing an awesome job in providing all the necessary information in a timely manner. All areas are explained to the community in easy to understand terms. Niawenkowa!
66. No words can thank you enough to you all on Task Force, and those who help to air the daily updates, for all your
time, energy and efforts you’re putting in to keep the entire community safe and well protected. You’re all the best!!!
67. Kahnawake is very fortunate to have this amazing task force to guide us through this pandemic. Keep up the great
work.
68. You are doing an fantastic job during an incredibly difficult time. You should be very proud of yourselves. Bravo on a
job exceptionally well done all!!!
69. I think the daily updates are a great idea and help people to stay informed.
70. Keep up the good work
71. I watch Kahnawake 911 everyday on Facebook, look forward to any new information given, keep up the good work,
very much appreciated!!!
72. Just would like to thank everyone for all the work you have done. Excellent everyone is working in the right direction
and we will all be stronger when this is over . Nia:wen kowa
73. The task force is helping me and my family to keep us up to date with information and what/how to deal with this
deadly virus and to protect everyone this is my/our goal.
74. I think the task force is doing a terrific job. I am staying with my elderly parents at this time and we listen daily to K107
and the daily reports of the task force. Keep up the good work!
75. Great job done by all on the task force! Keeping us well informed and reminders to stay vigilant, and stay safe. If
not for the daily briefing it would be more difficult. At least I don’t feel alone during this stressful time. We are all in it
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together. Nia:wen
Keep up the great work!
So very proud of our task force for implementing measures and continuously communicating with our community.
They truly care about this community, I feel safe living here. Niá:wen to each and every one of you on the task force
and to our front line workers.
You are doing an awesome job
Niawen’kowa for the consistent support for our community.
Keep up the excellent work!
I am SO SO happy with what the task force and all associated community have been doing and am very proud of our
community... since I am with my elder mom at home I am abiding by recommendations for elders... I have only gone
out of town once in the past month for prescription pet food... where I didn’t get out of vehicle... opened trunk.. they
placed bag in back of vehicle... yet I STIL stripped when I got home washed all clothes including my winter coat, and
immediately took shower and washed my hair... Niawen kowa.
Task Force... couldn’t ask for anything better!

COMPLAINTS
3 More should be said on the relief fund monies, people have not received anything yet and another payment is due,
but there is never any transparency and schedule with these funds to many people are guessing and tired of being told
be patient when most have no income for up to 4-5 weeks now.
2. Pulling over cars because they have more then two people in them is f***ing ridiculous
3. ! :(
4. Generally the MCK has a poor record of releasing information to the public when it’s needed. You have a poor choice
for spokesperson. MCK propaganda always misleading and never feel like he’s telling the truth even if he is. For the
Covid -19 you need people with integrity to present the daily briefings.
5. The covid-19 task force needs to focus on restoring certain sectors of the public and private services in the following
weeks. 99% of healthy adults below the age of 55 will survive covid-19. Using the current social distancing rules,
healthy adults below the age of 55 should resume their previous duties. We need to take precautions but we can’t hide
forever.
6. As the well-being of the community is priority, it’s great to have a team that’s dedicated to that. However, I think more
transparency on a professional level is needed. Show the numbers, respond rather than react, have some humanity
towards the folks here in the community. Referring people to hotline numbers is probably the most impersonal thing to
do, and risk losing connection with the community. The reactions of the task force is causing a lot of the anxiety the
town is having, especially in the live interviews. Slow down, have meaningful updates maybe 3 times a week instead
of everyday. Show the community what they want to see, without being dramatic about it. Include more information on
a global level, so that people can see where our town is at on a larger scale. In speaking with a few friends and family,
a lot of people are losing the faith and trust in the Task Force. The task force is dealing with a community, yes, the bigger picture means keeping people healthy, but healthy is a much bigger picture than keeping them out of a hospital.
We need to take care of our own people, on a people-level too.
7. Stop double-standard practices such as letting some businesses operate serving non-locals and not allowing others. It
should be to serve locals or not at all, and be fair for all Kahnawa’kehró:non. I understand these are difficult times and
that we are all doing our best to keep up and I hope these are learning lessons for the KCTF to develop protocols of
our own and not just to mirror Quebec’s directives.
8. Focus on self isolation and social distancing for the people at greatest risk for fatality, age groups ( 60 and up) and
people with underlying health conditions must stay home and isolate. Let covid-19 pass through the low risk population as quickly as possible. The low risk population needs to get back to work and school. Create a herd immunity. A
vaccine would justify everyone staying home until we got the vaccine but there’s no vaccine on the horizon. The “low
risk” population must gradually return to their normal routine. Staying at home only makes sense for the “high risk”
population. Look at the fatality numbers, there’s a specific risk group. Also, remember not everyone has a government
job and can continue to get paid full salary during this shut down. Also a side note, people in the low risk population
with mild symptoms are reluctant to get a test. Some of the stuff like cell tracking and neighbor snitching are scaring
people from testing. We still have human rights, we don’t need peacekeepers (police) snooping our phones or passing
our homes to see if we’re self isolating. Covid-19 or not people will only allow so much infringement on our freedoms,
that’s why testing rates dropped off and are low in Kahnawake.
9. I did not appreciate behavior on the Thursday, April 9, 2020 update. It was aggressive, disturbing and very unprofessional. shouting in the microphone and angry. COVID-19 cases in Kahnawake. What is the big deal!? We don’t want to
know who has it, we just want to know how many. Anywhere else but Kahnawake they were disclosing this information. negative assumptions that we would throw parties with our families over the Easter weekend....wow, again very
unprofessional. We have very good people in this community especially in trying times.
10. I am sick and tired of being a prisoner. This Covid19 stuff is a bunch of bs. I am not a sheep, the fear mongering that
1.
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is put out there is ridiculous.
About 2 weeks ago a delivery man from the market came inside my home and was only about 3 feet away from my
husband and I. We backed away and I mentioned to him that he was too close. I have spoken to a male nurse from
our clinic 2x and he informed me I don’t have any symptoms of the virus.
I cannot always hear all of what is being said and my iPad is at its highest volume. Nia:wen
Although the task force is greatly appreciated i feel that they and and the peace keepers need to start fining the community members who don’t follow the restrictions put in place enough with giving them chances now do the same to
them That you are doing to the non locals who drive through here stop picking and choosing and playing favourites it’s
not right what’s set in place for all should be done to all practice what you preach when you do your updates on Kahnawake 911 by not abiding to what you are saying YOU are part of the problem as to why some community members
continue to not follow directives be the solution and step up or move on and allow someone who will in force it plain
and simple.
Horrible force and horrible ways of living thru a pandemic

SUGGESTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.

15.
16.
17.

3 More should be said on the relief fund monies
Today, the show seemed to be political, please don’t Trump yourselves. Legault last comments may cause an increase in calls to you guys, but keep being calm and professional. If you start losing your s**t, we may also start to
lose it.
Too much info. Made me nuts. Chose to not listen after awhile.
I made a suggestion to K103 to try and have more Kanienke”ha for our elders to get a better understanding of the
situation . It will also help to bring some normalcy back into their isolation by hearing the language . Nia:wen
Suggestion to the Kahnawà:ke peacekeepers to patrol the island. Two weeks in a row now there have been multiple
youth partying with fires. More than 20 at a fire and nothing done by the pks
You need more material for those who are hearing impaired or who have issues watching videos. A script or summary
of the videos would be helpful. It’s currently very inaccessible for some people to have just videos and small image
summaries.
The Task Force is doing a great job keeping the community informed, however I don’t feel that daily updates are necessary. Daily updates seem to encourage community members to demand to know how many new positive cases of
COVID-19 there are in the community. I think it would be better to only give
Release your meeting minutes.
Everyone should be tested
Need to focus on the phsycholocal / emotional side effects of this pandemic.
I think more patrols should be conducted to fine people who are still socializing and all beer stores should be closed.
A forum(s) should be created where the Task Force/MCK could meet with the different sectors of the community to
gauge their thoughts, opinions and answer questions. Current information stream is only a one-way channel for the
most part.
The daily Task Force updates are too long and repetitive. I have never seen an entire briefing because I become
frustrated with the repetition (the same person will say the same thing multiple times) and leave the stream. The daily
briefing, to me, is extremely ineffective because of this. Any major points should be posted afterwards in a BRIEF,
concise, document/post to the site (perhaps along the lines of a bullet point list). I believe the Task Force is doing
good, extremely important work, I just don’t feel it is communicating well.
Globally all democratic societies have been sharing total numbers of Covid cases. Only dictatorships have withheld
numbers. I do not agree with the task force’s decision to with hold numbers of community cases. The notion that we
need to be protected from the truth is not appropriate. We are not children in need of paternalistic protection. If the
concern is many people tend to be irrational and unhealthy in times of crisis then there needs to be greater efforts to
encourage healthy behaviours. Social media has long been a source of irrational behaviours and lateral violence in
Kahnawake. In times of crisis this is highlighted and a good time to acknowledge abuses on social media as needing
to be addressed by all community organizations.
I think even though the Quebec government has or is going to be opening construction sites. Perhaps it would be a
better idea to have Kahnawake open theirs after April 30, just to be safe. Maybe it would be a better option to let Quebec go first see how it goes then go from there?
Keep to a script, many times the speaker will drift off topic and interject opinions or tell old stories. It’s suppose to be a
briefing - keep it brief and stay on point.
The younger generation needs to be informed about the necessity for them to follow the measures put into place &
this could be done through their peers & in conjunction with our local newspapers. They could create a call to anyone
under the age, say 20, to write an essay about covid-19; about its background, the spread of the virus & include why
specific measures in our community need to be taken. Maybe the newspapers could even dedicate a whole issue to
their insights & this issue would serve as a future remembrance to what the community went through with this pan-
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demic in 2020
Taskforce protocols should be enforced on a daily basis by those two handsome guys at the Kahnawake Labor Office.
Under the Emergency Preparedness Law of 2007, The Occupational Health and Safety law should be enacted in
order to provide the KLO with the authority to enforce the directives of the Covid-19 Taskforce.
keep open the testing tent regardless if you have symptoms or not test everyone if financially possible Nia:wen
Curfew no business should be open after 7 pm must include good leafs A total shut down for 24 to 48 hours
You need to release data concerning Kahnawake Covid-19 cases. Maybe once a week or every second week release
the numbers. We need to know if the measures we’re taking are working. The data’s available to the public on the
Quebec website and I just read in Ioriwase that there are 12 cases in Kahnawake. Why should I have to read it from
other sources other than the Covid-19 task force? Let’s not be like the Chinese government, release the data.
I think it is important to constantly remind community members about the importance of not having family/friends in
their homes.
updates when there is important information that we need to know
Keep all conditions for 2 more weeks! We are reaching the peak of the virus infections right now and should not risk
infecting more people!
*keeping up to date with CNN-CBC-CTV-Global (local and national). I suggest notifying people especially healthcare
workers to remover jewelry - virus and germs stay attached to the jewelry (rings and wristbands) without easier to
wash and sanitize hands completely :)
I would like to suggest that the speakers stick to the point and Try to speak clearly and with poise. I have a hard time
to follow certain people and they add too much detail or irrelevant comments and we really just need the information.
As the days go on a lot of the information does stay the same and it’s great that we remind the community but I think
they should start off with anything new from the beginning and that’s it. Short and sweet helps people to keep attention longer.
Transition protocol..explanation of how can we safely transition when the time comes.
I think the daily updates are a great idea and help people to stay informed. I would like to suggest that the speakers
stick to the point and Try to speak clearly and with poise. We need testing for all residents. Will and when will this
happen?
I get confidentiality issues, as well as the fact that our covid positive cases in town are likely well undercounted... yet
I feel strongly that the numbers of positives should be released to the public routinely. I have actually been involved
with outbreaks before and I speak from some experience. Please continue to do that for us... , while explaining if you
feel the need ,the uncertainty of what those numbers mean... there are always confounders and undercounting.

QUESTIONS/CONCERNS
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

My parents insist on coming in a few times a week just at the door for 5-10;mins we’re 20 feet or more from them in
the kitchen. They understand what is required, but think this is still ok. I can’t tell them to go
Is the possibly of everyone getting tested in the works?
Is there anyone enforcing directives? Is there a way to express concerns anonymously about people not following
directives? There are people in my neighborhood that come and go regularly from Akwesasne (1-2 times per week)
and they don’t quarantine and continue to disregard Kahnawake and Akwesasne directives. I feel like these situations
put everyone at risk and it is selfish.
I noticed many occasions a car in my neighbourhood with New York plates mainly on weekends, it wouldn’t be there
all week but be there all weekend. The car would come and go from the house all weekend. I think the guy is from
Akwesasne.
I think it is time to loosen restrictions. Open up town get people back to work . Although a serious issue I believe it to
be alittle overblown . I believe we are capable of loosening restriction in a responsible manner
I have an elderly mother who is living alone in her own home & has been in self isolation for several weeks now, ever
since this started. My family respects the measures put in place to protect people like her. I just wish the younger people would understand how important these measures are to keep our elders alive & well
We are not a self sufficient community and we are dependent on outsiders business. Regardless if we stay at home
and do our part, we are only a small community of 10,000 people tops surrounded by millions of people who are
not following directives. So in the end what will what we are doing even matter? The virus will continue to be spread
by outsiders coming in and we cannot simply just shut down the town forever. At some point in time life will go back
to normal and said people will return to our community and the virus will once again begin to spread. Why not just
quarantine the elders and the weak/sick for an extended period of time and let everyone else live their lives? It will not
impact the 9,000,000 dollar Mohawk Council “rainy day” /bonus funds as much if you were to only pay out the small
amount of elders and immunocompromised that would remain out of work.
1 mistake was to keep the small stores in the interior of our territory opened till 11 pm. We had the Market that has
every essential so we didn’t have to go out of our reserve. Then u closed all tobacco stores but kept essential corner
stores open and had no curfew on the times they should remain open. You have all day to get your groceries your
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bread your milk your cigarettes are necessities at the market at Village store, and then I could see these little stores
open till maybe 8 o’clock would’ve been sufficient. After all the stores inside the territory are only open to sell beer. If
anything the restriction of alcohol should’ve been also zero tolerance except in your own home. we are dead in here.
the park in back of the park by the bridge. Our neighbourhood and streets have turned into a mob of cars driving
around sometimes radio loud cans thrown all over in the a.m. you will see a beer cans,, Bottles of alcohol small bottle
so you know you are there buying it
In my opinion the Peacekeepers turn a ‘blind-eye’ on locals who contravene but enforce the rules if you are caught in
town from outside.
My wife and I reached out to family members that haven’t been following directives given by the task force and the
won’t listen and continue to do what they on the regular what can we do to stop them from not abiding to the rules??
Concern over Ampleman radio ad offering to deliver flowers, gifts or chocolates to loved ones to show them you miss
and care about them. These types of gifts are handled by many people before delivery. Is this considered an essential
service ? And inviting non-natives to cruise from house to house in our community? And to our elders at the hospital
or Elders Lodge ?
I believe the community can function in business and visiting using physical distancing. There’s many functions that
can be done with one person and no contact such as pool openings, serving customers one at a time using safety
measures, mechanics, construction etc...we can’t let our economy plummet.
An area to look at is with the young adults. I have an adult child living with me and no matter how much I explain and
educate (regardless of the approach I take) they are still going out with their friends and not just going to one other
house, but house jumping and not maintaining proper distancing. One household even has an elder living in the residence. Maybe directing some specific information to the young adult age group would be great, to better inform them
since, in my situation, the parent-nagging is doing nothing to change their mind... I’ve actually considered calling the
PKs to call out my own child so they can have a scare put in them (fine, stopped and lectured, etc.) but with Dwayne
stating they receive a large number of calls, I have resisted, to not over-burden the system. I don’t know what else
to do. My younger children are more aware and respectful. My adult child seems to feel invincible, or is considering
themself (boredom, want to see their friends. I’m only going ____ and I know they don’t have it (though trips to the
dep for drinks, etc. is always included with these outtings) instead of the greater good, even though they know how it
can affect those who are older or with compromised immune systems and can transmit it to them. I worry about them
bringing something back in to my house as well
I’ve been out in public mostly for work. Sometimes I feel that even going to work puts me and my whole household at
risk. I realize that organizations have implemented safety measures, but is it enough for people who have children in
their homes?
No choice to leave everyday. Currently under radiation treatment for Cancer. Thank you for keeping our elders safe.
I see one house up the hill near the cross, across the street from large container turned into a porch. This house has
about six cars everyday with people visiting, not from our community, partying. I see it everyday when I pass in the
Medical Mobile. So I do see people not respecting Social Distance or isolation. I don’t visit anyone, nobody is allowed
at my house that doesn’t live here. My family doing our part to stay safe.
Stop letting perents send their kids to go play with all the other kids in their immediate neighborhoods. I see the kids
gathering in big groups and hanging out, almost every afternoon. It’s like they people don’t even consider the possibility of transmission between children.
Young adults don’t take it seriously enough.
I have trees that are in danger of falling down. When can I get someone to make safe for my children. Also I have
emergency roof repairs, when can I get a contractor to fix it. My child has asthma, and its leaking into his room, causing black mold to grow.
I want to commend all of you. It has kept us safe and will continue to do so if people listen and follow everything. My
cousin in the states said he had a sore throat to a low grade fever to the hospital in which he tested negative. Sent
home 2 days later in ICU on a respirator, sedated intubated and on a paralysis med. He almost left us and only today
he is negative and going home. While his sickness his 90 yr old dad passed from pneumonia. So its a scary virus
I’m hoping that the point of pool servicing is reconsidered. If only for people’s peace of minds. No contact is made with
technicians. All work is done outside at a distance of more than 6 feet
I’d be more stricter, no one leaves their yards for at least 30 days (have the food basket for everyone, not just some)
and Kahnawakero:no need to get fines now! Then everyone will take this more seriously.
I and another adult in my home are special needs. I find that there is hardly any info on what and how to proceed in
case of symptoms. That’s why I am extra careful. We stayed home for safety even before it was directed. I keep in
touch with others who are in the same situation.
Question about our kids schooling what’s going on is there online school It should just be called a year I don’t feel
safe sending them back in two weeks as a part of there well being I could only imagine the Anxiety they will have
pressure of trying to catch up
Keep all conditions for 2 more weeks! We are reaching the peak of the virus infections right now and should not risk
infecting more people!
Should people who are natives of Kahnawake, but do not live here, be allowed in Kahnawake?
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26. I go to out and tend to my 90 year old handicapped father.
27. Staying away from significant other was too stressful for me, about the only thing I could not follow. It was only after 3
weeks I came into contact.
28. I understand why these rules are in place, I feel having rules caused anxiety, stress, conflict and turned ppl into snitches. I seen some ugly. People are doing their best to follow the rules and this will protect our people.
29. My main concern is my mother who is an elder and lives alone, I sometimes have to help her for instance change her
bedding take out her garbage I take precautions of course... she needs my help.
30. I have noticed NY plates in my neighborhood, it’s here for one week then gone the next. When it’s here all week it
comes and goes at all times during the day. I believe it’s from Akwesasne.
31. Please allow Community members to join the task force. They are invaluable sources of information on FB.
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Woo Ioriwase!
I am a registered nurse I need to leave my home to work. Other than that I follow all directives
I’ve had to break social distancing measures to play IT tech to some family members who rely on internet/wifi access
to do their jobs but are not technologically savvy. Walking them through that sort of stuff over the phone just isn’t feasible, and that demographic needs more support.
Answers for #2, #3 & #4 are directly to my work as an essential worker. I do not go anywhere else expect for essential
shopping or business.
Time to get on with life !!
Will everyone in the community be able to be tested to see who has had the virus? If we have those numbers we will
be able to see what the immunity level is in the community. It may help to know and allow some people to return to
work. As well, it has been suggested that a possible cure to assist in fighting this virus may be found in the plasma of
people who have shown an immunity. If people in the community have been tested to see if they have had the virus
and immunity, maybe they can donate their plasma, if if is shown to assist in fighting the virus.
Was in Anna Laberge in April
BUT it is hard to not pass someone in the grocery store, there is no verbal contact and they usually turn their head
away.
Number 8 question should not be limited to Kahnawakehro:non. It happened to me at work with both, Kahnawakehro:non and non-Kahnawakehro:non in regards to self distancing measures not followed. I hope the task force measures are kept in place at least 6 to 8 weeks or longer once the number’s are on a steady decline or until there are no
more positive cases in Quebec
I have a lot of practice staying at home doing nothing and not coming in contact with the public. I use to do it all the
time. Remember honk your horn when you pass the clinic to show support.
I go out with my family often to take walks. But we do it in isolation and practive distancing from others when we walk
by. For question 9, i also look at what else is happening on facebook in kahnawake
In the event of another pandemic or similar event, this “Task Force” should close our borders down immediately (as I
had been saying since early March).
I don’t want outside companies coming in to kahnawake. I am a mother and one child is severe asthmatic A mother
who has low immune system All that for someone opening there pool We have so much safety here now I like to keep
it that way
I work at the hospital is the reason I come less than 2 metres of other people often as I work with patients.
I don’t live in the community so question 5 doesn’t apply (response #1). Q. 8 is less applicable because I am not
residing in Kahnawake but have family there. Some of my work happens in Kahnawake but I am not an employee of
a Kahnawake employer.

